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It's frogs versus scorpions in this new series by professional football player Trevor Pryce. For years,

the frogs of the Amphibilands have lived in safety--protected by an elite group of poisonous frogs

named the Kulipari and by the dreamcasting spell of the turtle king that cloaks their lands in

mystery. Now the spell is threatened by the Spider Queen, a talented spellcaster, and Lord Marmoo,

leader of the scorpions. With the Kulipari off training in secret, the Amphibilands have never been so

vulnerable. Enter Darel, a young frog who dreams of joining the Kulipari, despite his utter lack of

poison and limited fighting skills. With the help of a motley crew of friends, Darel has the chance to

become the warrior of his dreams. Cool animals, thrilling action, and a bit of natural scienceÃƒÂ¹this

novel, illustrated in full color by acclaimed comics artist Sanford Greene, is sure to be a major hit

with boys.
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I ordered for my 7 year old. It is the biggest book so far that she has. We watched the show on

netflix and loved it.



Grandson loved reading this. He took it with him to the store and anywhere we went. Great read.

My 5th grader read this for his book report project. He loved the story and was enthusiastic to give

his presentation. The vocabulary seemed appropriate for maybe a 4th grader to read on their own. It

does have the same formula as many other books for this audience. A common wood frog (not

Kulipari fighting frog w/ poison) wants to become a warrior frog, like his father. But he was born

without the capacity to make poison. He has a friend/side kick that helps him train, a wise old turtle

who advises him, and the nemesis. All key characters in the book help shape this common frog to

help him achieve what he wants to be. ThereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s enough adventure and action to

keep the readers engaged. The illustrations are done quite well.

I thought if was very good and had lots of detail. I loved the perspective of the frogs and what they

live through. It was cool to see what was going on with the conflicts the characters faced. The war

was a bit different than I thought it was but it still was pretty good...Well that's what I have to

say...Nothing was bad or I didn't think they should change anything...So yeah...

I got this to read to my 7 year old son. He liked it, but didn't really care to read it to himself as some

of the bigger, or more confusing words held him up. He's smart and could pronounce them, he just

paused a lot to ask what the different terms meant. I ended up reading most to him. He liked it

enough that we got the second book.

My 8 year old son just received this book and cannot put it down! He originally learned of this book

through the Netflix show based on this series. It is perfect for his interest and reading level!

My 10 year old boy loved it. He read it on his own and then was eager to have it read as a family.

The illustrations are captivating and the story is excellent and moves at a great pace. The tone of

the book encourages hard work and caring for others. We are lookign ofrward to the next in this

series.

This book is simply Awesome! What an amazing kids book.The illustrations are super cool! If this

could become a movie it would be super cool!
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